
 
ABSTRACT 

 
 
 
 
Beam-block floor systems have been really used in Spain in the last decades; the ones built in situ as well as 
composite ones formed by a joist and a topping made of concrete poured in situ. Within the group of reinforced 
joist are the so-called lattice joist, made up of a concrete base and a steel truss. To built the floors, these joists 
were directly propped on the previous floor to support the blocks and after this pour the concrete for the topping. 
However, this construction procedure was very dangerous because of the falls of people or tools and due to the 
instability of the provisional structure. As a result, there has been a change in security normative. Nowadays it’s 
obligatory to use a platform, for example made of wood, under the joist and the blocks. The advantages of using 
joists are lost in this new procedure and, as a consequence, appears the possibility of using the working surface 
as a formwork and shorten the period of construction.  
 
Using this procedure leads to having to use a different normative. Since now, “Instrucció per la projecció i 
execució de forjats unidireccionals de formigó estructural realitzats amb elements prefabricats” EFHE was used 
to design and project them, but not having precast materials leads to use “Instrucció de formigó estructural” 
EHE. The problem is that when we want to calculate shear resistance (article 44), the steel truss does not fulfil 
the restriction of having at least on third of the truss in vertical position and the maximum separation of shear 
truss. 
 
This thesis was directed by Antonio Marí Bernat and its objectives were to prove that this new typology of beam 
block system was sure and so it could be built and prove that predictions made using EHE formulas were good 
even some restrictions were not fulfilled.  
 
To achieve these objectives, there were planned 4 essays but, due to an unpredictable mistake during the 
construction of the beams, 6 essays were finally made. We measured deformations of the steel using strain 
gauges and also measured the deflection of concrete beam for every applied load. It was also made a numerical 
analysis to analyse the asymmetrical behaviour of the beam. Once we had all the results, we made an analysis of 
shear strength, tension on the steel, displacements and so on.  
 
The results of the investigation have been satisfactory because the behaviour of the beams was the predicted one 
and so it was proved that the new beam-block system is sure. It was also proved that EHE formulas can be used 
to calculate a lower bound of shear resistance. It would be good to make some modifications to get a prediction 
nearer to the results of the essays. However, the results of the essays are higher than predicted results and the 
ordinary loads are very far from breaking ones. 


